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IT ISWELL KNOII/N that many of us have

chosen church administration because

we feel called to apply our business skills

and experience to a responsible manage-

ment position ... within our faith. As part

of church staffs, we simply, and rightfully,

view our vocations as an important ele-

ment of our personal ministries. For many

of us who have migrated from corporate

positions in the secular world to adminis-

trative positions on a church staff, it is un-

derstood-and welcomed-that the work

environment within the Christian church

generally reflects the love, compassion,

acceptance, and understanding that are

often lacking in the corporate work place.

It is understandable, then, that other

Christians, in an effort to utilize their

business management skills within this

more loving, meaningful Christian envi-

ronment, also seek to become-as part of

their ministry-effective staff members of

a local church.

If our churches are staffed by such expe-

rienced, well-motivated individuals, why

would we ever have to measure church

staff performance?

\Ahy? Because even the hardest-working

corporate transplants with impeccable

credentials and the best of intentions and

work ethics ... are human. As humans,

we can sometimes be tempted to take

advantage of this new "more Ioving and

meaningful Christian environment" in the

daily performance of our jobs. If we can

be tempted, then so, also, can many of the

Iess-disciplined staffers around us.We can

slowly, but ever-so-surely, relax our perfor-

mance standards over time because, after

all, it is a church! In all-too-many cases,

we are not held accountable when we do.

A second reason is that some individuals

may be attracted to a church work envi-

ronment because they anticipate a more
"laid back' atmosphere in which lackadai-

sical performance is the norm.

CORPORATEVS. CHRISTIAN PERFOR-

MANCEMEASUREMENT

In the corporate environment, individual

performance is usually managed by a

comprehensive performance evaluation

system.\Mhile effective, this true of system

can be impersonal, overly objective and

even unfair, attaching little or no credence

to one's personal or (certainly) spiritual

development; thus, this system cannot

recognize the benefit that improvements

in these additional areas have on profes-

sional performance.

Ironically, the very nature of the Christian

work environment has often impeded any

effort to pursue areas of performance im-

provement for fear of diluting or "secular-

izing" the environment itself. In doing so,

it has sometimes fostered a place in which

mediocre performance is simply tolerat-

ed. This environment can, in turn, attract

staffers of questionable qualification and

motivation who, when added to those al-

ready present, further reduce overall per-

formance standards.

The parable of the talents (Matthew25:14-

29) teaches that God expects us to do our

best with what we have. He also wants us

to be good stewards of that with which we

have been entrusted. This extends, not
just to personal assets and abilities, but to

everything around us, including the care

and management of His local church. In

all cases, we can improve the quality and

quantity of the Lord's work done by our

church if we are willing to manage and ap-

ply the resources within it better. Indeed,

from a budgetary standpoint, the major
"resource" found within most churches

is the church staff itself; thus, improving

the performance of the staff is not only

important to the life of the church, but is

expected-per the above parable -by our

Lord.

The church should resist allowing its envi-

ronment to be an excuse for substandard

performance that, by limiting the Lord's

work, knowingly falls short of a Christian

obligation. Corporate performance evalu-

ation systems do not address the personal

and spiritual employees and are therefore

inadequate to evaluate their overall contri-

bution to the life of a church. An effective

evaluation system, designed specifically

for the church environment, however, can

improve overall staff performance-and

thus the stewardship of a valuable church

resource-while honoring and respecting
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$ummary
r Although church staff often viewtheir

vocation as an important element of their
personal ministry, measuring church staff
performance is still important.

r Reluctance t0 pursue areas ol performance

improvement Jor fear of "secularizing" the

environment has sometimes fosiered a
place where mediocrity is tolerated.

. An effective evaluation system, designed

specifically for the church envir0nment, can

improve overall staff performance while

honoring and respecting the molivations

that encourage individuals to serve a local

church.

e The first step should be the development

a job description which focuses on the

key responsibilities of the position. This

description should be developed jointly

between the employee and the employer,

the motivations that encourage individu-

als to serve a local church.

Should we evaluate church staff perfor-

mance and, when possible, use this mea-

surement as a criterion for wage allocation

decisions? The answer is ves.

HOIilTO DO IT?

How can we fairly quantify and measure

the professional, personal, and spiritual

goals of diversified personalities within

one organization? Howcanwe do it in such

a way as to respect fully a person's moti-

vations, value system, achievements and

Christian walk and improve performance

.. .all at the same time? Finally, how can we

create a dlmamic tool that measures the

changes that inevitably occur in a healthy,

growing church ... while preserving the

validity of past measurements?

The job description should link to a
measurement tool which includes both the
employee's selJ-evaluation and input from
the reviewer.

Educating reviewers on proper technique
can minimize comoromised results due
to reviewer biases.

A more communal normalization process
can be effective in neutralizing variations
created by reviewer biases.

When employees realize that a church-spe-
cific system can improve their performance
and affect wage increases, they generally
acceot it.
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START WITH A IOB DESCRIPTION

It must begin with the job description. The
job description will, of course, include the

obligatory information concerning the

position's name, classification, status, re-

porting relationship and purpose, but it

must focus on the key responsibilities of

the position. It must also directly Iink to a

measurement tool that recognizes perfor-

mance against these same key responsi-

bilities as an important element in overall

work quality. It must be fluid, i.e., able to

change periodically with the changing

year or shifts in job responsibilities. It

should be jointly developed between the

employee and the employer and acknowl-

edged in writing by the employee at its in-

ception and when changes are required.

THEMEASUREMENTTOOL
The measurement tool should include the

employee's self-evaluation based on per-

formance factors, along with input from

the reviewer. It should allow the emplovee

to establish personal goals, such as physi-

cal and mental (and spiritual) health im-
provement, along with the expected pro-

fessional objectives. It must then evaluate

the employee's total contribution to the

church through the measurement of the
(assumed) accomplishments against all
goals and objectives. Finally, it must pro-

vide a way to quantitatively summarize

a performance measurement, not only

for comparison to other staffers, but also

against the employee's past measurements
-to show progress or identify developing

areas of needed improvement.

RE'VIEWERBIAS

Some people find it uncomfortable to

evaluate others candidly, particularly

within a non-corporate environment such

as a church. This will always be the case.

Some reviewers are tougher than others.

Some reviewers choose to be less involved

with the process, thereby allowing overly

high or overly critical employee input to

compromise the performance measure-

ment. This compromised result stems

from "reviewer bias." This bias can be

reduced by educating reviewers on proper

technique. It will always compromise,

to some extent, however, comparisons

between employees who are evaluated

by different reviewers. Measurement tool

results, while they can accurately measure
performance, progress against goals and

objectives and year-to-year trends for

an employee, may, therefore, not be suf-

ficient in themselves for equitable, staff-

wide wage administration.

NEUTRALIZING RE'VIEWER BIAS

For equitable staff-wide wage administra-

tion, it may be necessary to evaluate in-

dividual employee results together, via a

more communal "normalization" process.

This can be done by having all reviewers

evaluate each (pre-established) perfor-

mance measurement along with more
generic factors (such as punctuality, reli-

ability, and servant attitude) for each em-
ployee. This "normalized" evaluation can

be done by all reviewers, for all employ-

ees, at the same time, in the same room.

It produces a second, more integrated,
performance measurement that more
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effectively ranks employees for purposes

of wage allocation. The initial perfor-

mance measurement should, of course,

be retained by the employee and reviewer

as a benchmark for use in future evalua-

tions. The normalization process can add

a seemingly elementary step to the over-

all process, but it can be quite effective

in neutralizing the variations created by

reviewer bias in order to affect more equi-

table wage administration.

THE BENEFIT...
Stephen Covey, author of The 7 Habits of

Highly Effectiue People, states that effec-

tive people focus on tasks within Quad-
rant I and particularly Quadrant II of his

Time Management Matrix. The important

but not urgent tasks within Quadrant II

comprise a balanced regimen of profes-

sional and personal objectives that, in

turn, improve one's ability to deal with the

more pressing, day-to-day issues within

Quadrant I. Covey states, "To say'Yes'

to important Quadrant II priorities, you

have to learn to say'No' to other activities,

sometimes apparently urgent things," in

OUADRANT I

Urgent

lmportanl

i*oo**ru,

Urgent Hot Urgent

Not lmportant l{ot lmportant

better focus on the higher level (Quadrant

II) responsibilities within our job descrip-
tions. People do not reallywant to be eval-

uated ... but most appreciate recognition

for good work. People do not really want

to evaluate others ... but most enjoy giv-

ing praise for tasks well done. Employees

will not generally jump for joy when pre-

sented with a new performance review

system, but as they realize that a church-

specific system can truly improve their
performance and affect wage increases,

theywill accept it.

Does your church measure staff perfor-

mance? Does your church utilize the re-
sults of this measurement as a criterion
in administering wage increases? A sys-

tem designed specifically for the church

environment can acknowledge good per-

formance, guide areas of needed devel-

opment, help guide your staff to higher
productivity ... and in turn, help generate

better stewardship of your most impor-

tant resource. flf

OUADRANT II

llot Urgent

lmportant

OUADRANT IV

order to minimize stress and maximize
productivity. These "other" activities, such

as interruptions, phone calls, email, and

other busy,vork are found primarily in

Quadrants III and IV \Mhile of less relative

importance, these activities will always be

with us and so must be effectively mini-

mized or delegated.

Covey's Time Management Matrix applies

to all church staffers. Effective, goal-driven

performance evaluation can help all of us
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